1988-89
The audio section of the system is expanded to
include a Mirage and
mixing capacity . We begin work on MIDI and control voltage exchange boxes .
Artists include Laurie Beth Clark, Peter Callas, Vanalyne Green, Jon Knecht
and Sherry Millner .
1989-90
The audio system continues to be expanded .
With NYSCA support Megan
Roberts and Ray Ghirardo design a digital
interface to allow a computer to
control multiple audio and video playback sources
in three dimensional
arrays . Artists include Benton Bainbridge, Kevin Cook, Francis
James, Bianca
Miller and Eva Schicker .
1990-91
With assistance from the NYSCA,
with the Toaster, to further expand
system .

a third Amiga
is to be added, along
the digital
imaging potential of the

R&D Program Concepts :
I . Modification of existing equipment :
to expand its capabilities ; to
bring out all possible controls to the artist .
2 . Design and construction of image processing equipment to expand the
Center's system ;
to make
equipment
and/or information . available to
individual artists .
3 . Development of print information and educational strategies to teach
artists and others the principles of image processing ; to encourage artists
to approach video as a directly mediated art practice ; to encourage artists
to use tools themselves in art-making ;
to encourage artists to build or
purchase equipment for their personal studios .
Design Considerations :
Flexibility ; low cost ; ease of use ;
greatest number
for image and sound generation, manipulation and control .

of possibilities

Paik/Abe Video Synthesizer
1968 funding to WGBH from Ford Foundation to work with artists
Paik and Abe design VS
1969 this led to "The Medium is the Medium" . WGBH
first Paik/Abe VS built at WGBH
1970 first synthesizer to be used for broadcast TV in Video Commune, a four
hour 'live show using Beatles nusic, WGBH
1970-71 California Institute of Arts - some PAYS built by students, with
Shuya Abe .
1971 ETC begins to build 1st PAVS for WNET and 2nd for ETC . Funding for ETC
from New York State Council on the Arts .
1972 WNET system used by WNET at ETC for"Selling of New York" .
ETC builds second system for ETC .
WNET system placed at TV Lab .
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By .H OWARD .KURTZ

y :is the ;victim -parent of a
_happened
stroke ;:What
t6' :him ,-is
:iaf6hiinate and'it'serves'ho edit
'rial
t
purpose,
- rtother then voyeurism,
j
- , Don driiiis 40 but T-that
-on : television.`
wanted . to .run . the footage but
I&SPAN did not carry the state,
c4ildn't gets permission -from his'
"dindow . live.c because Congress . was
bosses at MSNBC,
in -session, but :'aired selected
.:fox .Nays Channel and out
V(
rtions
:&!i;the - receiving - line
footage as, an example of
nh
"2
- 4 16 p'' incident
, . I. .not indludi
14% ~Aca . . moments;
.In
-am
-,
I
r
should,
CrOurefused to carry thefoot- ;have
aired - t1hi6 _ whr%le thing"
'
, said
a~~~n grounds of taste : '
spokesman 'RichFahle
. ."It'snot
.
WVV4 edited out the ;footage :`C-SPAN's style widit
anything
says
which it now
was,` inisA decision ~ .Was' .'Ynade :'to.~ .,'pr(?7
tect , this person ; and that's- not
Mt.1indeotape Ahat many *ash-' what ,C-SPANAs around to do
WtonAidur'nalists4ere anguishing
Whitn ,~ Posttory
s
in
oypi!j edneSday involved the . ie-asngo
Wednesday Style section men ,Tuesday
Ai6ned
hee
in sh second
. ._ . .. . t_
.,
I la W-Winnerj,
for 'South K6rei-d"
paragrppU .
f
fi
.
sibl
I`ViOdeet Kim -Da'e Jung. A ;lre- "AidentEly idr appi rig -hisd guest
ants
s
I
".--~
in
nowned,video. artist, I
June
receiving line'! = anT providPaik, left his,wheelchair, grabbed the
ed
further
- detail con an inside
'J'
hill0alker4nd was shakiil hands'with"President :Clinton w en .his page'. V
'-'`)"Confronted with `a difficult
p ants .suddenly -dropped to his
;dOdline Ae6ision;'the :editors and
kleS
hKembarrassing %m 6rilent _L reporters jobiv-6i An this ., st6iy
compounded
` the `artist's jack-of made "a decree vthat we regret,"
aStjd
:;:Robert :
the Post's
underwear
more'Ahn 10 -"said
.
.
managing
editor.
lip'
said,the
sec=
cond
Miner)
another
' .,Xorean
A" - "
ca,
. , paragraph,"was utterly lacking
expres- ond
. eV to , is aid. qlin
in * context or explanation," but
S1011 ' ld"'not change
that, the later passage, -- "recording
6)v*, Ahe question
L to
I
alft6r:'ji6t to air -'m',the iffirma- . - that _this _unusual thing occurred,
"
w h y . it occurred an
A!ining
trff
is
of
:
h&
absolutely
appropriate. It's
.4far,
,
.",1
K-U,Wi
We digitized
,,
VAK,
.
;
r
. a freakish event z. . and 'a _lot of
t I! its in
i order .notI .i6",6mbar'
tad,i im,". said Dennis ,Muft.1ay, ex- important people saw it, and it
.": ., .
e~ ii . :,.producer
of Fox News should -bi~,-noted
. several calls .
which
The
-post
.received
Ctain
on
its el', rused 'the footage
"X-Press" morning show '.`It of cbmplaint .'But Jim Dickson, Aiwas a jumping-off point f6r'a`dis_' -rector of_66mmunity affairs .for .the
cussion about .your most . embar . :National Organiiation on Disabilirassing 'moments . . . We 'really tys' did -iot :fault the newspaper's
,.
went put of our way not to be . coverage.
.
.-- .
tasteless "7 ,
.
"Ei;tbarrassments~ happen ''any
But - network ,- tx6cLfjiv4~1 . afjj*,,~,.jjr
A
iop,'Yq in public life,", he sal
said.
-discussed the matter ,with,-,,Fox' "Bulf .'if 'anyone's pants fall down . :
News President Roger Arles; Who ''While thliking hands with the presisaid he was disappointed with `the dent, I can't imagine The Post ..'hbt
decision and would not have .run covering it: And I don't think we
the footage because it provided a want special treatment as a 'disa .
bled group."
h" a! .~# disa~jed_ person's
fellow, A"
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Imusjoked - about 'the incident
through'
' ' rmuch 6f his radio show, : .,
which As .simulcast on MSNBC
' . "It
doesn't ,get*:any better .than this,",
he said. But his MSNBC producer
refused .;6 air the videotape,
Said ;Frank Sesno, CNN's Washington -bureau chief : "This

allllfs
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izing the world so evis DiF .
nent I
, he added:
read Playboy, but
people who want to
end they should . You
around the world rebings that are unable . If you don't
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e also said he had inGH HEFNER, the
)f Playboy, to speak
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!ally nice letter," he
it he didn't want to
nd of impressed
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to life, you might say," Ms . Toll says . war to scenes of seeming normalcy,
"In my art I was able to separate. It Ms . Toll believes was the gift of her
was my escape to a better world. I mother, Rose .
"She imbued me with a sense of
would turn every negative Into a
positive . It the peasants were hate- confidence and well-being, nurturing
ful, in my pictures they were wonder- me, praising me . She gave me a
ful. I had scarlet fever ; all my moth- blrthday card with little medals ; she
er could do was put cold compresses painted them ."
It has been 54 years since her
on my head. In my paintings when a
little girl is sick, a doctor comes to mother painted the birthday card,
see her and she is visited by friends." but Ms. Toll remembers.
"A medal for being pretty," Ms .
Where does the trick come from
that enables one to do a reverse print Toll says, and as she says it, one
of reality, throwing up pretty water- realizes that she still Is . "A medal for
colors in yellows and reds when you working hard, for being polite, for
are living in the colors of genocide, being kind. I wrote a play about all
and war?
this a few years ago. Somebody said I
Ms. Toll painted 64 watercolors in made my mother to be too much of a
the 13 months she and her mother saint, but that was how I knew her."
were in hiding . (Six will be auctioned
After the war, Ms. Toll's mother
at Sotheby's next Friday.) All show remarried and had another daughter. The family came to the United
scenes of a happy childhood.
Ms . Toll, who favors dangling ear- States in 1951 . Today, Ms . Toll seems
rings and has an accent evocative of to inhabit the world she painted as a
borscht, Is a welcoming, exuberant child : leaf-green, happy domesticity.
sort .
Married, with two children and five
"I feel like I know you a million grandchildren, Ms. Toll lives in a
years," she says a little while after suburb of generous green lawns. She
meeting, which actually is how peo- is an adjunct professor of creative
ple feel meeting her. An hour into writing. She also lectures on Hplolunch, understanding there is no need caust art.
to ask, Ms . Toll has moved on to the
During her time in hiding, did she

,T MORTON, whom
=ERMAN ousted as
ttive producer in
on three pieces at
York Academy of
for HBO next week, with
ake Home a Nude"
SPIKE LEE directing.
:lion - and not one
0 Hirschfeld showap in the fully
fr. Letterman's upMorton bid on "My
JULIAN SCHNABEL,
raph of a hot dog
"Achievement,"
D RUSCHA silkith the inscription,
NAM JUNE PAIK
Dw the Old Story."
oing to put It in my
3 Win Kyoto Prize
:ause
rk with
Assuming that the call
11 day, _ aid Mr .
.vho starts filming
went through in the middle of
GUIZAMO'S "Freak" the night, the video artist

NAM JUNE PAIK is $351,000_
richer today. The Inamori
Foundation, started in 1984
by the industrialist KAZUO INAMORI, chose him for one of
three Kyoto Prizes and was
scheduled to call him at his
loft in SOHO by 2:30 A.M.
,He probably had an inkling
that the call was coming. After all, the foundation had
summoned him to Kyoto, Japan, last month.
But the group, though eager for the publicity that
comes with giving away big
money, wanted to be the one

UASULKRS,INC

P .02

sad picture?
"No."
A hazy line separates hope from
the voguish state of denial .
When she experienced other difficulties in life, did she turn from
them? How did she behave when her
mother was dying of cancer, five
years ago?
"I was realistic," Ms . Toll says . "I
did say to her, which my sister didn't,
'You know it could reverse' or that
'there will be a new drug .' I would
say this to her to the day she died .
Once she started to talk to me about
her funeral and I started crying. After this she never mentioned It to me
again."
"I took my pictures once to an art
therapist," Ms . Toll says . "She said
the girl in the pictures was pretty
connected, steady, adjusted . She is
surrounded by friends; there is no
sense of aloneness without others .
There was a great deal of love behind
these artworks ."
Her wish to keep where she lives
and works out of the papers?
"There are all kinds of neo-Nazis
and crazy people out there," Ms . Toll
says . "Why should they know where I
live? Let them look for me."

to give him the official word.
So It sent out a press kit on
the condition that he not be
contacted until after the allimportant call .
"If he doesn't pick up, they
keep trying," said JENNIFER
FRIEDMAN, a spokeswoman.
The two other winners,
whowere to have been called
at the same time, were Dr.
KURT WUTHRICH, a pioneer
in molecular and structural
biology, and Dr. KIYOSI ITO, a
mathematician and professor emeritus at Kyoto University.

A Dancer's Debut

MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV
did something last night that
he had neverdone before : He
danced at a political event, a
fund-raiser for PETER VALLONE, the City Council
Speaker and a candidate for.
governor . "Peter Vallone has
always worked hard for arts
In New York City," Mr . Baryshnikov said, "and I'd like
to see him continue this work
for the state."
JAMES BARRON
with Phoebe Hoban
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To Ralph Hocking .
Director
Experimental Television .
S U N Y, Binghampton .
Dear Ralph

conversation on PAIK+ABE
This is a written confirmation of our

Video Synthesizer .

condition . This machine
We will build it for you on following
at Boston's WGBH TV station .
will be at least as powerful as ou have see
.-he machine . whi
for parts

as possible .
s 1200 dollars should be sent as soon
there are rare items, which have long delivery
time .

time
2000 dollars . It includes 2 weeks trainig
.
of SUNY engineer by Shuya Abe at Binghampton
Angeles
travel expences for Shya Abe . Binghampton-Los
two way tickets .

labor :

June 5th .
We hope to build the synthesizer ?z)efore
Please, rush the payment

this price should tie kept confidential,
because this is the minimum raw cost price,
which cannot be repeated in the next case .

+
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Letter

Bingilgnlton

1972

Jan, 8

Dear friends at Radical Software
Westerners pretend to he

younger than their age . . . we Asians often pretend to look

look too young" .
older . . .IV mother used to say, "I cannot wear such thing. . it would
Koreans express
People compliment to Becky Fuller . .he is only 70 years young . . .
"I have eaten
more than

40 years , or so

0. .

John Cage, who has out-asianized himself,

any Asians . . . certainly more than power-conscious Indian politicians,

superprestige-conscious Chinese cadres, G N P conscious Japanese businessman and
chauvinistic Koreans . . .(is it not about the time for Hippies to quit their pseudo
has managed

Hindu cult . ?) . . . ' .

older than his

"to pretend

age .

Commercial Break, No . 1
Nam June Paik is making a tribute to John Cage (a non-documentary)
for WGBH (with David Atwood) for John Cage's 60th birthday .

Now,

video

and the 30's

makes our Time

consciousness radically diffrent . Between the 20's

there is a gulf, a huge demarcation line more striking than

the turn of century,,line .
the 1930's is alive

It is more like A .D . and B .C . in the christian calendar .

everyday in our home screen as late late shows, and it will be

so for centuries to come,,,,, where as 1920's is gone and gone . . .wit'h wind but without
video .

1rJhile watching many mediocre paintings of tae 17th century at

Reijs Museum at Amsterdam, I suddenly realized that minor master's still-life and landscape
. ' were not . an artwork' but merely.., a-vJ pua1,-, environment of that day . . . and so is our daytime
shows and latenigat'talk sh&s. . . . .Ww .donIt watch them. . . they
w~ t
1r
r

00060

are just there

TV tq~live with . . .

yommercial Break No . 2)
Some cable or public TV should air "TV to sleep with" . . . .
What comes after waterbed ???

Video-bed .

Ralph Hocking and I are making a video=oed to sleep on.

The word "history" came into being, because our events were told
down thereafter .

and written

Now history is being recorded in image or video . T'nerefore

from now on there is no more "History", but only 11Imageryll or ''Videory" .
Eg : University should . change their course name from "Contemporary American
History" to "Contemporary American Videory" .
White snow at Binghamton made me nostalgic about cold cold night snow at
Pose Art :Museum (1970), when Phyllis Gershuny, very tall and pregnat, first
3 about I'videonewsletteril, which she started

ti.



with you . . .few people

took it seriously . . many even didnot bother to answer your questionaries . . . but,

L.

behold . . . it is now a world-famous-Radical-Software . :. Last June Phyllis

Gershuny , with her baby, crawling and crying, came up to Cal Arts (L .A .)
to give a lecture with full of authority . Students admired her as a revolutionary,
who MADE it .

'it was a unforgettably beautiful sceae . . . sorry, we could pay her

only 30 $ from Disney Emperioum . . I felt like a pig . . . a small one .
It is about time that somebody writes a decent review on "Vision and Television""
(organized by Russel Connor at Rose Art) . . . the most important fact . . it is the
first art!shov,'which attracted :many dogs .

Everyday quite a few dogs were waiting at

the door to 'get', into ,the museum : .'. and it was not a meat-Happening

a

la 1900I s

Happening era,.. .but a - cold*.cool' ,video`show in 1970 January . . . . Me reason was
'. clear later~ -.,.--About' 100, TV sets , were humming and zurruning their 15 .000 cycles
horizontai "Osci:liation frequencies . . ° and .i.'t~ is, though hardly audible to human ears

the most attractive frequency range
. art Maseum

for dog's ear . Therefore 100 TV

sets at Rose

must have sounded like Beatles at Shea Stadium and Mo1ahamed Ali at

of Walt'ham,
Madison Square Garden combined . . .to all unsophiatcated country-dogs
There must be a channel for dog

on Cable . . . to soothe down the irritated do;; 's

nerve living in a small Manhattan apartment . . . I will compose many "ultrasonic
lullabies" ior

dogs .

and we will see many commercials for video cassettes

for dogs, as we see of cat-food, commercials .
When communication satellite enables global TV in full sating, will CBS
carry cat-food commercials to hungry Bengali people ?
Commercial Break No . 3
John Cage comes up on the, screen .

u

This is the newest Pill from .FLUXUS Chemical Company . . .

it tastes nothing . . . smells npthings . . .
and does nothing" .

'

refused to do it on his program .

Joh n

We are hearing so much about "Broadcast st

lord" in video .

But the more p~nportant the conten , the technical standard tends to be

.&SS

perfect . . . . Eg, CBS report on the dissenters in Soviet, .

and many satellite'relays, which tends to loose color .sync often . . .
'and finally'

irI0ON~ LANDING .

,%oori landing's picture was way way below the F C C broadcast standard .

7
Why did F 'C 0 'not forbide . the broadcasting of Moon landint; .k . . it was a
Bauble"standard :''"lemon landing killed so-said F C C standard in
'oi

rhean ..+enY~nn1 nrrv

' . fry an~r3''. . . . : thi R

fa(-t, in

Za

imnortant as

a very competent chief engineer at Cal Arts video studio .

Commercial Break No-4 .
skip

Difference of the 50's liberal and the 60's radical is that the former was serious
and pessimistic , the latter was optimistic and loved fun . 1,lno changed the society
more ??? I think, the latter.

John Cage's refusal to accept "Serious" continental.

aesthetics and the rise of Happening, popart, Fluxusmoverent signaled the
beginning of the Sixties . . . What will signal the Seventies ???
needless to say' . . . . "video" .
Video-Videa-Vidiot-Videolor~ .

Currently there is a danger that video becomes like "poetry", . .one guy writes,
and only his immediate firends appreciate .' . . .2 dont know, how many un-edited dull
tapes I had to sit through politely . . . . . We should be more conscious of the situation
that we ix

are in the era .of information overload and it means information-retrieves

is more tricky than information recording . . . . .
experiment .

Therefore one of Binghamton

Ralph Hocking, Ken Dominick, Bob Diamond, Shierry Ndller is

how to com)et3

with Walter Conkite

with half inch tape ???

Here I think,

my endeavour with video synthesizer becomes also important in seemingly
pure information exchange .

,. Geisha s

is. the , olde .st' .Time-sharing

device of male chauvinism .

:Karriage;;1as an instant Sex-ar',aess system.
'. . Telephone-, is'point -to Ooint . commu i.cation system
-Tv~, . As. a° " poin~,,to,.'space , c'ommuAiaat on system . . . like fish

Ultimate goal of video revolution is the establishment of
space to space, or plain to plain coruaaaic2Lion
without confusion and inteference each other .
How to achieve this goal ?

it will need decades of experiments .

Douglas Davis' Hokkaidim event at Corcoran Gallery (last Tuna) was so
far the most ambitious endeavour to touch this horns base at one shot . ,
Nobody expected a hole-in-tine,

but it showed vividly that our direction

was right, workable . . . 4nd moacxooc

..many more experiments

should be done toward this very end .
V&at is art I
is it the moon ?
or
the finger-tip,'which points to this moon ?
kvantgarde art is the finger-tip and Hokkadim was a sharp
finger-tip .

I am a Korean . . . I tend to pretend to look old. . . I am almost 39 and half
years old , still I am sloppy like hall . . .I hate perfectionist .

was a "perfect" mistake .

Ifiishima was a "perfectionist" . . . his death

(Commercial Break No .

5)

=am selling, -my loft at Canal Street .
.

.

zuuy ~5 fixture .

Yukio

l45 ZP

rent .

-

ss

u 1 tine thirties that a
xP q=.I, middle French
`m4~,terial .~
young man
enjoy morbvploasure than
Louis the fourteenth .
T

"q+ ~ UV

C an

On the xnmc

same logic, our boother
in disadvantaged
neighbourhood
can enjoy more visual,
pleasure than a middle
class young man
. .in the thirties . . .
Nowadays arAybody can see
20 movies a week,
which
nobydy did in the thirties
. . . The poorer people
are, the richer
'
is their visual life . . . .
.

`

.

Is is progress ?
Am I a pig ?

Dear Rddical Software ;
It is only two and half
year, since we all met at
Howard Wise Gallery ., . and
in video calendar, it
looks like a last century
.
it means that we covered
a huge terrain . . . Not
any other art
discipline did 740v& so-W.e rx
-as we did . .,, it is
a time for
congratulation . .
For rgself I
I
re-lived the excitame nt
of
eary
li
sxties, when
we made various r^luxus
events and publication .
I am deeply grateful
~e
for tY~at . ., and
T am lucky to have had~t
J outh trice .
and it is just a be g
g . . . when
we get~~wall to wall
TV I' video L' cs$$Vt Na$,
cable TV, 3 .D color
TV all lined up . . .,
where will we be ?

I

Let's us live long . 
as Marcel Duchamp did .

was pre,
The Video Cellow
own
kr
"
festiYork
The internationaih1lice part- ;niered at a New
mooriti, ,
Fo
,
t~her
which
miss
;, after
or. tt:e
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Nov. 21 to
ner,, loam .~?Tla r-ai;;,
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the
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same screen . 1 also made a spiral generator putting
in everything, that's the peal American
with Shuya Abe, the Japanese engineer,
spirit, thirty amplifiers, thirty contact microwhere you see a spiral on the screen . Since
phones, and so forth . I generally include
1963, Mr. Abe has been my major collaborator many
things . I put the ten TV sets into the
In TV art. I cannot thank him enough .
Bonino show, including the RCA color TV I
Why did you want to build a robot?
had bought and worked on in Tokyo, plus my
I had read about robots in electronics
i
mag- first videotape, plus the robot .
azines . I also discovered the equipment used
When did you make the videotape?
D
in radio-controlled airplanes in Cologne, and I
On October 4, 1965 . I already had a camera
thought how to use it . I was dying to use every then . I
bought a Sony videotape recorder
phase of electronics-audio, visual, tactile,
and monitor with some tape at the Liberty
and then radio controlled, a radio-controlled
Music Shop, on Madison Avenue, for $1,000
IAI
robot to walk the streets. So in Tokyo, I that day, made the
tape, and showed it that
worked on the unit and made the robot. I had night. It wasn't
~~
easy to get. There was a wait'° a thirty-channel control unit.
ing list for Sony recorders at the to me, out me
Old you think of the robot in any sense as Institute of
.00 W
International Education helped me :
a work of art?
they were handling my grant, which came
1 thought of it mostly as a Happening tool . from the John
D. RockefellerI III, Fund . ThP
ey
1 thought it should meet people in the street
pushed the Liberty Shop. They said look, this
and give one second of surprise . Like a quick is
a Rockefeller Fund buying the set, you
_F40 A0
shower. I wanted it to kick you and then go have to give
that priority, so we grabbed the
on . It was a street-music piece. I took the first
videotape recorder availab'e. I to
`robot with me to the United States in 1965,
Pope John's visit to the city, on my way downwhere . it opened the Second Avant-Garde town in a taxi . I
showed the tape at the Cafe
Festival that fall, in Judson Hall . Later I Au Go-Go in
Greenwich Village that night. I
brought it to the streets of New York, to 57th had announced I
was going to do it ahead of
Street, and then Park Avenue, and one sunny time . I
made a statement, too, about videoSunday in Washington Square . All the people tape, which
I passed out at the cafe .
screamed when they saw the robot coming .
How many people saw your first tape?
Nam June Paik. Random Access,
One half-crazy black man screamed over and
Oh, twenty . On the second night, October 1963 . Audio tape pasted on wall .
over: "God made this robot." The happiest 11, John Cage came,
and Merce Cunningham . By placing a movable magnetic
`moment in my life was when I brought the
head on the tape, the spectator
Had any other artists made a videotape?
was
robot to Washington Square : it was really a
I don't think so, because nobody else had pointable to create sound at any
along the tape .
big sensation.
access to a videotape machine at that time .
When did you have your first one-man exhi- I got the first
one.
bition in the United States?
Did you experiment with the process when
Galeria Bonino, in 1966. But before then I you first bought the camera,
or did you make
:showed the TV sets at the New School, also "straight" videotapes?
in New York . It was jammed . I showed the
The first thing I discovered was the stoprobot and the ten TV sets . The New York frame technique. the
freezing that makes
Herald-Tribune wrote about one of my sets strange-images
. Also, repetition of the same
that the picture looked like the upset stomach thing, with
a videotape
in the TV commercials. I asked Billy Kliiver of Lindsay's election eve,loop . I made a tape
too, the next month,
to bring the heaviest magnet that Bell Labs which
was a very moving thing, when he got
owned for the show . But I never thought of elected
Mayor of New York . But I made a
putting the magnet on the TV screen . I just very
funny tape out of Lindsay, and with Jud
held it in front. During the exhibition, while
Yalkut we turned it into a film .
he people were playing with the sets, someDid you make any other important videone put the magnet on top of the screen, and tape
"programs" before late 1969, when you
made a marvelous picture . So my most went
to WGBH-TV in Boston as resident
amous work was not done by myself ; some-' artist?
ody in that crowd did it . That's very funny.
There was an important program about
he Bonino show came shortly after that, in Marshall
McLuhan, made by NBC in 1967 or
winter .
early 1968 . Charlotte Moorman and I were
What was in it?
on that program. By that time, I had developed
Well, the best thing I learned in America is
various colorizing techniques, with the magoverkill . Like all of John Cage's pieces, net inside
the set. So I thought I might make
49
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Dear &am .
31noe we Iast met on the »copy ocoat±onzof Kwang)u . you have
been to hell and book (back I hear) . I LOVED Korea, and t§e
fall out for me was Darmstadt and Sao Paulo . Darmstadt was
good for the Deutche Mark . Sao Paulo as a magic plane . After
you had the stroke but before I heard of it I~saw an old
delapidated TV set in a surplu§ store . I bought it for you .
but never sent it . Anyhow, the reason for this scriEble is
that T got~this desparate phone call from a poor man from a
poor country, The man is a video artist, nominate§ from his
Ppor country Slovakia .to represent his nation at the
5iennale in Venice . He set out to create .a six channel video
projection . but now his country informs him they have no
meney~for aquipment~ At some other time I could have helped
him . bet my formerly poor country nominated me to repress Rt
it at the same biennale on a very tight budget, tying up all
my equipment, It never occurs to $here art folks that
eguidnent costs money . Do you think that your formerly poor
country . Samsung etc could help? The artists' name is Ondrej
Rudavsky aml he lives in New York, Kiss + hug to Shlgeko and
best geE-well wishes to you .
?teica

